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Abstract

We provide a descriptive account of aggregate and bank-level financial flows that

occurred during the financial crisis of 2007-2009 and its aftermath. We collect the

following facts: [1] the commercial banking system increased their assets by as much

as the shadow banking industry was reduced. [2] Traditional banks suffered $656B

equity losses. [3] There has been a persistent and substantial discrepancy between

book and market equity values for many banks during the period. [4] Low market-

to-book banks predicted low earnings and dividend payments. [5] Despite [4], there

are no substantial differences in lending and borrowing in the cross-section: book

assets seem to be sticky. We draw on these observations to raise further empirical

questions and suggest guidelines for improving banking and macroeconomic models.
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useful comments. We also like to thank seminar participants at the European Central Bank. Emails:
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1 Introduction

There is no question that the sub-prime mortgage losses that began in 2007 in the US, led

to a chain of events that culminated in a global economic crises that affected the lives of

millions of people. As previous chapters of modern economic history, this new chapter once

again suggests that macroeconomic stability relies on financial stability. The hope that

these type of crises can been prevented has influenced a new wave of financial regulation

while it has also instigated a severe criticism to modern macroeconomics. The basis of

this criticism is that standing theories cannot help preventing crises because they neglect

any active presence of financial intermediaries.1 Macroeconomics has not not taken long

to respond these demands. In fact, since the onset of the crisis, there has been a revival

of models that assign an active role to the financial sector. These new theories are having

a strong influence on financial regulation. However, this new-generation of models has

preceded an examination of the micro- and macroeconomic financial flows recorded during

the crisis. An examination of those flows is a macroeconomic priority. That examination

allows us to extract data restrictions that models should respect if they are to be worthy

of policy guidance. This paper turns in that due homework.

Although this paper contains no new theory, we write it thinking like theorists. We

begin asking, what type of information would guide a theorist in improving existing models?

As a starting point, any theorist will recognize that a model that features a crisis in the

financial sector must contain some shock that affects intermediaries and must feature some

friction that impedes a perfect adjustment—i.e., some violation to the Modigliani-Miller

Theorem. This is not all though. To provoke a crisis, shocks must be large and frictions

must be active. The concrete goal of this paper is to investigate financial flows and obtain

restrictions about both, the magnitude of shocks and the nature of the frictions faced by

intermediaries.

It is clear that many simultaneous events unfolded during the crisis: real-estate and

stock price declines, home-mortgages declines, firms facing weaker sales and laying off

workers, tighter credit standards, asset markets shutting down, etc. In theory, all of these

events could have contributed to the escalation of the crisis. Yet, there is an open debate

however. Do financial flows indicated that the financial system was at the epicenter of

the crisis, or are these flows an inconsequential manifestation of more fundamental events

outside the financial system? We narrow down the analysis to flows within the financial

system and interpret these flows according to a common narrative of the crisis, a narrative

1For example, see an early debate at The Economist, http://www.economist.com/node/14165405 or
the recent book Gorton (2015).
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that sees the financial system as pivotal during crisis. Under this narrative, there are two

events that propelled the crisis. The first event was the implosion and absorption of the

shadow-banking industry by the traditional banking industry. From the perspective of a

model, this event can be interpreted as shock that caused the liquidation of assets held

in the shadow-banking sector. If those assets were absorbed by the traditional banking

sector, and the traditional sector has a limited absorption capacity, this massive liquidation

would have crowded-out the flow of new lending. The second event were the direct loan

losses suffered by the traditional banking sector —losses that followed from the collapse in

housing markets. Through a model, this event is interpreted as a shock that induces book

equity losses for traditional banks. There is a quantitative question: how big where those

flows? We analyze the financial flows across and within segments of the financial sector, to

translate that narrative into numbers, numbers that provide upper bounds to shocks that

can be fed into models.

If either event, the implosion of shadow banks and the equity losses in the traditional

sector, was a the catalyst of a credit crunch, the financial sector must face constraints

that limit its ability to adjust to those events. In other words, that narrative requires the

presence of frictions that place limits on financial intermediation. What are those frictions

in practice? Are models providing a good description of those frictions? To provide

insights about the nature of financial frictions faced by intermediaries, we study the cross

section of commercial-bank data. In particular, we use information on book and market

values among banks. We discovered that the cross-section of market values were better

predictors of future income flow of banks than book values. Furthermore, in the cross

section of banks, the discrepancies between books and market values vary substantially:

some banks suffered huge market value losses that can’t be observed in their books. These

cross-sectional discrepancies are an indication that during the crisis, an individual bank’s

market value declines not only because of common movements in the pricing of assets, but

because books weren’t providing a full description of the actual value behind the assets.

The cross-sectional discrepancies between books and market values provide information

on whether banks face book or market based leverage constraints. Furthermore, since

market values are a good reflection of the economic value of a bank, we can correlate those

wealth losses to the various balance sheet components of banks. These correlations yield

data restrictions that inform us about the nature of the constraints faced by banks. We

interpret our findings, as showing little indication that an individual bank’s leverage is

constrained by its market values. On the contrary, we interpret our finding as showing

that banks are potentially constrained because their assets assets are entirely liquid and

because they face constraints to raise equity easily. We further support our claim with
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anecdotal evidence from bank annual reports. Towards the end of the paper, we provide a

discussion of what that means for modeling banks.

As theorists, we learned a lot from this homework. It is worth summarizing these

findings in a list of lessons: [1]The implosion of shadow banks was about $541B and

if the commercial sector was unable or unwilling to absorb the liquidation of the shadow

industry. This figure amounts to 5% of the stock of loans held by banks and a credit-crunch

was unavoidable.2. [2] Book equity losses are a poor reflection of the actual losses banks

faced. We think that banks have a lot of flexibility in acknowledging losses. [3] Market

values, on the contrary, are a good reflection of those losses. [4] Commercial banks weren’t

constrained in the way we typically model them. Leverage is neither constrained to be a

fraction of book equity, nor a —possibly time-varying— proportion of market equity. [5]

Cross-sectional evidence suggests the portfolio constraints are likely to be present: banks

have a hard time liquidating assets or raising equity.

Of course, almost eight years since the onset of the crisis, numerous accounts have been

given about different episodes in different markets and economic sectors. We review some

of these accounts below. We hope to convince our readers that the new facts we present

should be taken as serious restrictions given to our models.

Related Literature

This paper relates to emerging body of work that attempts to documents the financial

crisis and financial intermediary positions’ (see for instance He et al. (2010), Adrian and

Shin (2009), Adrian and Shin (2010)). Our paper is different in that we provide a global

view of the most important actors of the financial system and their positions. We also

focus on a wide range of asset classes rather than as in He et al. (2010) on ABS.

A main characteristic of the shadow-banking sector is that it operates in the shadows,

that is outside regulatory supervision and data collection. The only available aggregate

data stems from the flow of funds. The flow of funds distinguish between institutions and

instruments.

Zoltan Pozsar and Boesky (2012) add up different instruments to piece the shadow-

banking sector together. For instance, with regard to the liabilities of the shadow banking

system, the authors add up open market paper, overnight repos, assets from funding

corporations, ABS issuers, GSE total liabilities and pool liabilities, ABS issuers liabilities,

and finally money market fund shares.

2For example, equity adjustment costs plus risk averse behavior could have caused a credit crunch
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Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2013) define the financial system as traditional

banks, security brokers and dealers, money market funds, other type of funds, ABS issuers,

funding and finance corporations, REITs, government sponsored enterprises, and foreign

financial institutions. From that we conclude that the shadow banks are defined as the

financial sector except the traditional banks.

2 Aggregate Financial Flows

In this section, we document the flows from shadow to traditional banks and back out an

upper bound on the amount of assets traditional banks acquired. In order to do so, we first

consolidate the balance sheet of different shadow banking intermediaries. A reduction in

the balance sheet can either be caused by a sale or by a write-down of assets. The former

is accompanied by a reduction in liabilities whereas the latter is accompanied by equity

losses. When a shock to the shadow banking sector is followed by the sales of their assets,

somebody has to buy them, for example shadow banks.

We define shadow asset banks (SAB) as the following set of intermediaries: security

broker-dealers (SBD), government sponsored entity (GSE), mortgage pools, REITs, finance

companies, and asset-backed security issuers (ABS). They issue mostly short term secu-

rities and use that to fund the securitization of assets. Shadow liability banks (SLB) are

money market mutual funds. And finally, we define traditional banks (TB) as depository

institutions.

2.1 Data

We use data from three different sources. We use aggregate data of the financial sector

from the Flow of Funds, bank-level data both on the bank holding company level as well as

on the commercial bank level from the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago and the FFIEC,

and individual security broker-dealers data from SEC fillings, such as 10-K and FOCUS

reports.

The Flow of Funds report financial information by sector and instruments. With re-

gard to the financial sector the tables distinguish between depository institutions, security

broker-dealers, ABS issuers, money market funds, mutual funds, finance companies, RE-

ITSs, insurance companies, holding and funding companies. The sector specific information

is mostly derived from micro-level data that is not always publicly available.
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For regulated banks, there exists two different types of publicly available micro-level

data. Commercial banks submit regulatory fillings on a quarterly level which can be

downloaded from the Chicago Fed and the FFIEC. Commercial bank data3 is also used for

the Flow of Funds depository institution tables. Banks that are bank holding companies

with more than $500 million of assets must report their financial condition in the FR-9C

form4 on a quarterly basis. This data does not seemed to be used directly by the Flow of

Funds. Only the data on the parent holding company (FR-9LP or FR-9SP) is used in the

Flow of Funds holding company data.

Registered security brokers and dealers have to file a so called FOCUS (Financial and

Operational Combined Uniform Single Report of Brokers and Dealers) report or a FOGS

(Finances and Operations of Government Securities Brokers and Dealers) report. Large

sections of the FOCUS report are confidential except for statemtent of financial condition.

The data collected from FOCUS reports5 are used in the security broker-dealers table of

the Flow of Funds.

2.2 An accounting framework

In the traditional financial system, TB take deposits from savers and provide loans to

borrowers, as in figure 1a. In this and the following figures, we illustrate how a negative

credit shock propagates through the financial system.

The modern financial system and the rise of securitization of assets have changed this

picture. Since then, shadow asset and shadow liability banks have carried out roles that

were previously dominated by traditional banks. Savers can hold deposits in money market

accounts, additional to deposits at banks. Money market funds hold commercial paper with

which shadow asset banks fund their operations. Shadow asset banks hold asset-backed and

mortgage-backed securities, or structured claims on them. A bank originates mortgages,

auto loans, etc. These loans can be repackaged as ABS or MBS and sold to other banks

or shadow asset banks. This has the effect to reduce the leverage of banks. The structure

of the system is illustrated in figure 1b.

A shock to the underlying asset value of the repackaged assets (see figure 2a), triggers a

sudden decline in the value of asset-backed securities and the ensuing collapse of the REPO

and ABCP market. The buyers of such securities, for instance money market mutual funds

3Bank-level commercial banking data can be downloaded from the website of the FFIEC.
4Bank holding company data is available from the website of the Chicago Fed.
5The public available part of the FOCUS reports can be downloaded from the SEC website. An example

of a Focus report for the case of J.P. Morgan Securities (formerly Bear Stearns) can be found here.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the financial system

experience a run on their liabilities, e.g. money market shares. The remaining assets are

sold to traditional banks (see figure 2b).

Equity losses of savers due to their losses on money market funds together with the

perceived instability of the shadow banking system attracted deposits back to the tradi-

tional banking system. The FED bought up the failed MBS/CMO’s and supported banks

to acquire failed institutions and there assets (Bank of America acquired Merrill Lynch,

Wells Fargo took on Wachovia, and so forth). The balance sheet of the FED increased by

the MBS/CMO on the asset side and through reserves on the liability side.

The definition of shadow banks and traditional banks is subject to a caveat. Since the

passage of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act in 1999, bank holding companies have been allowed

to engage in many non-core banking activities, such as security broker-dealer activities etc.

Thus, bank holding companies with traditional depository institution at their core may also

engage in shadow banking activities. However, we focus on a view of banks as institutions

that create credit by issuing deposits.

We focus on the period of 2007 until 2011. We use quarterly data from the flow

of funds, call reports on bank holding companies and commercial banks as well as data

on security broker-dealers from SEC filings and annual reports. Based on our definition,

figure 3 depicts the time series of financial assets by the consolidated shadow asset, shadow

liability, and traditional banking sector. Figure 4 presents the quarterly change in the time

series of financial assets of each sector. The largest outflow occurred during the last quarter

of 2008.
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Figure 2: Unraveling of the shadow banking sector

A second caveat is the definition of money market mutual funds in the Flow of Funds. It

lumps government money market mutual funds together with all other, most importantly

prime money market mutual funds. Whereas prime money market mutual funds suffered

large outflows, government money market mutual funds experienced large inflows. It will

be important to separate the two.

2.3 The flows and a narrative

Our goal is now to provide a back on the envelope calculation, using the definition of the

shadow banking industry and its asset flows. The numbers we obtain represent an upper

bound of the asset that flew out and into different parts of the financial sector.
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Figure 3: Assets in the Financial System
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Figure 4: Trillion $ change in assets

From the third quarter in 2007 to the second quarter in 2009, we observe an outflow

of the SAB sector in the amount of −$879 billion. At the same time, SLB increased

their asset position by $805 billion. Within SAB however are also Goldman Sachs and

Morgan Stanley that become major bank holding companies. That is, the change in asset

due to Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley’s security brokers-dealers does not need to be

absorbed by the traditional banking system. We use FOCUS reports to get the amount of

assets for Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley and adjust the time series of SAB so that
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we obtain a time series of SAB net of the security broker-dealers of Goldman Sachs and

Morgan Stanley. Doing that gives an asset outflow in the amount of −$1346 billion.

At the same time, we observe an increase in the TB sector’s asset in the amount of

$912 billion. Again we need to adjust this amount for the presence of GS and MS. They

started to own depository institutions that increased their assets by $413 billion within

the first two quarters of 2009. Subtracting that amount, we obtain a net inflow into the

TB sector of about $499 billion. We view that as an upper bound on the amount of assets

that flowed into the banking sector.

One large portion of assets comes from security brokers-dealers. Most of their assets

consist of other securities (see figure 5 that are mostly borrowed securities. That is, security

brokers-dealers held mostly assets that are associated with securitization of assets. Those

assets were mostly financed with repos and security credit.
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Figure 5: Composition of financial assets: security brokers-dealers

The evolution in financial assets does not tell us anything about losses. We use data

from annual reports of security brokers-dealers to obtain the net-income of major invest-

ment banks in the U.S. over our sample. This is shown in figure 6 that shows gains and

losses. We also searched the annual reports for numbers on asset write-downs. At least

$46.1 billion asset write-downs were reported by the four main investment banks during

the 2008 period. This is a lower bound on asset write-downs on security brokers-dealers.

Another important share of shadow asset banking activity is undertaken by asset-

backed security issuers (see figure 7). Most of their assets are related to mortgages and

experienced exponential growth starting during the late 90s and peaking in 2007. Most of
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Figure 7: Asset-backed securities issuers

Lastly, agency- and GSE-backed mortgage pools grew to over $5B until the end of 2010.

During the last quarter, the Flow of Funds show a sudden drop in mortgage pool position.

This is due to an accounting change that forced these assets back onto the balance sheet

of government-sponsored enterprises.

To sum up, we document a net-outflow of $541B of shadow banking institutions, and
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$ Inflow Billion $ Outflow Billion

Shadow Liability $805 Shadow Asset $879
- MS and GS SB = $1346

Traditional $912 Net SB Sector $541
- MS and GS CB $413 Losses $46.1

$499 $495

Table 1: Back on the Envelope Calculation

asset write-downs of at least $46.1B. The traditional banking sector experienced a net

inflow of assets in the amount of $499B. This means that we cannot account for assets

in the amount of $4.1B that flew into the traditional banking sector. This could be due

to natural growth in the traditional banking sector. This could be further due to central

bank activity, institutional investors, realization of losses, as well as discrepancies based

on book versus market value accounting.6

3 Flows within Traditional Banks

3.1 Choice of Data

The Flow of Funds Data on financial institutions can be used to track important aggregates

for the banking sector. However, the Flow of Funds Data has two main shortcomings.

First, many interesting variables are not tracked by the Flow of Funds. Second, the Flow

of Funds only provides aggregates; it cannot be used to track individual banks over time

or to examine cross-sectional statistics. We thus turn to the Call Reports, which provide

the desired microdata at a quarterly frequency.

In using Call Reports data, we have a choice of our unit of analysis. We choose to focus

on top-tier bank holding companies (BHCs), using data from the FR Y-9C. We focus on

top-tier BHCs for two reasons. First, some have suggested that multiple banks within the

same BHC might collaborate (e.g. lend each other money with favorable terms) rather

than act as truly separate firms; focusing on top-tier BHCs ensures that we are really

looking at a distinct firm with each observation, rather than parts of a single larger firm

(Kashyap and Stein 2000). Second, top-tier BHCs can be matched to stock market data

6One caveat to our approach is that we are using the Flow of Funds definition of sectors and not the
instruments. The numbers for the sector also include residual numbers to match the flow of instruments.
We thank Anrea Prestipino for pointing this out.
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from the Center for Research on Security Prices (CRSP). Our analysis suggests that market

capitalization is a crucial variable, and diverges substantially from book equity as reported

on the FR Y-9C. Using the FR Y-9C data does have one main drawback however. The FR

Y-9C is only filled out by BHCs with total assets above a certain threshold: the current

threshold is $500 million. However, because the banking industry is highly concentrated,

this will contain a substantial portion of the actual banking industry, in terms of assets

and liabilities (as opposed to number of banks).

3.2 Maintaining a Stable Sample

The microdata allows us to correct for the issue of spurious new entrants. During the crisis,

many major financial institutions converted part of their business into a commercial bank

as a condition for receiving funds through the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP).

For example, Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs were re-categorized to become two of

the largest commercial banks. This causes a spurious discontinuity in the aggregate data,

but can be corrected using the microdata. We can correct the data by simply dropping

those banks that entered the sample after the start of the crisis, or we can construct an

aggregate series based on the weighted growth rates of banks (bank failures counting as a

growth rate of negative one hundred percent). The time series graphs on aggregates that

we present in the following sections will use the former method. Either method results in

an aggregate series similar to the uncorrected FR Y-9C series, but without exhibiting the

spurious discontinuity during the crisis.

4 Source of Losses in the Traditional Sector

Because the FR Y-9C has more detailed data than the FoF, we can use the BHC data

to examine more precisely what is causing the losses among traditional banks. The data

suggests that the losses are originating in the real estate market.

First, we can look at interest income and expenses. Figure 8 shows that although

interest income fell during the crisis, this was matched by a fall in interest expenses, and

net interest income was fairly stable through the crisis. Instead, we can look at non-interest

income and expense, shown in Figure 9. Non-interest expense items (e.g. salaries) are

fairly stable through the crisis; however, non-interest income falls dramatically. Further

analysis reveals that the drop in net income is entirely explained by three factors: the

provision for loan losses, trading revenue, and net securities income, as shown by Figure
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10. Looking into this further shows that the drop in Trading Revenue is driven mostly by

credit exposures and to a lesser extent by interest rate exposures (Figure 11), and looking

into Net Charge-offs (the difference between charge-offs and recoveries), shows that most

of these were associated with real estate (Figure 12), which broke down to be mostly

related to residential mortgages but with a substantial component relating to loans for the

construction of real estate (Figure 13). This all suggests that it is the real estate market

that is driving losses in the traditional sector: BHCs are facing losses mainly due to real

estate loans and credit exposures (which were mostly exposures on real estate loans).
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5 Book Equity vs. Market Capitalization

Focusing on top-tier BHCs allows us to examine data on market capitalization for those

BHCs which are publicly traded. Of particular interest is the comparison between book

equity, measured as the difference between total assets and total liabilities from the FR

Y-9C, and market capitalization calculated from CRSP data. Theory would suggest that

the two should be closely connected; book equity is a rough measure of the liquidation

value of a bank, and an additional category, intangible assets, is intended to capture

intangible assets which contribute to the value of the bank. Figure 14 shows the aggregate
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time series for market capitalization, book equity, and book equity for publicly traded

BHCs, using the correction which drops post-crisis entrants. For one, the graph reflects

the concentration of equity in the banking industry: almost all of book equity is held

by publicly traded BHCs, even though these BHCs only constitute about three fifths of

the sample. Moreover, there is a striking divergence between market capitalization and

book equity. Market capitalization tracks book equity pre-crisis, staying at about twice

the level of book equity. Post-crisis, market capitalization plunges dramatically, falling

slightly below book equity. Book equity, however, follows a stable upward trend through

the crisis; an uninformed observer presented solely with data on bank book equity would
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not know that a financial crisis occurred.
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Figure 15 shows book equity and market capitalization for the four largest BHCs. The

discontinuities in the series reflect mergers and acquisitions, including the acquisition of

Wachovia by Wells Fargo during the crisis. Although the figure reveals heterogeneity

among banks, the general pattern of Figure 14 is reflected in these individual BHCs, with

Citigroup being a particularly good example of a dramatic drop in market capitalization

accompanied by a stable upward trend in book equity.
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Figure 15: Market Capitalization and Book Equity for Top Four Banks

The dramatic difference between book equity and market capitalization demands ex-

plaining. The fact that market capitalization, pre-crisis, is substantially higher than book

equity is consistent with the idea that banks have many intangible assets, even beyond
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those captured by the FR Y-9C, and is also consistent with the idea that accounting stan-

dards are designed to be conservative and err towards understating the value of assets.

The trends in market capitalization fit with the common narrative of a major financial

crisis that hurt banks. However, the lack of any noticeable disturbance in the trend of

book equity even in the face of a major financial crisis is very surprising. It is this last

issue to which we devote additional attention.

5.1 What’s Wrong With Book Equity?

Although one possible explanation is that the book equity data reflects ”true equity,” and

the market capitalization data simply reflects a change in risk appetites or in the discount

factor, or perhaps an irrational overreaction by the market, we do not find this explanation

plausible. The financial crisis was accompanied by a dramatic rise in loan delinquency and

major losses by banks on various securities, resulting in a prolonged drop in profits; this

suggests there was good reason for BHC share prices to fall based on the fundamentals.

Instead, we believe the lack of a drop in book equity reflects bank accounting rules which

allow, and in some cases even require, banks to understate losses on assets and thus

overstate their book equity. There are strong incentives for bank managers to overstate

their book equity. For one, banks are legally required to meet certain capital standards;

recognizing a drop in equity of similar size to the observed drop in market capitalization

would have led many banks to be severely undercapitalized, potentially forcing fire sales

of large quantities of illiquid assets that could result in bankruptcy. Moreover, if the bank

manager’s reward function is increasing in book equity then she will have an incentive to

overstate book equity, and if the manager’s reward function is concave in the quarterly

growth of book equity, then she will have an incentive to smooth the reported book equity

(assuming the crisis resulted in a drop in the true value of book equity, smoothing means

overstating).

There are a number of ways in which bank managers can manipulate book data in

order to overstate the value of their assets. One important channel is through fair value

and historical cost accounting. Assets on bank balance sheets can be recorded either at

amortized historical cost (the cost of the asset when purchased amortized for repayments

and adjusted for impairments), or at fair value. Fair value accounting has three levels at

which it can be done: Level 1, which values assets based on their quoted prices in active

markets, Level 2, which values assets based on adjusted prices for similar assets which are

actively traded or based on identical or similar assets which are traded in inactive markets,

and Level 3, which values assets based on models that are not based on market prices (e.g.
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a cash flow model based on the estimates of the assets likely payoffs). Liabilities can also

be recorded at fair value, but this is far rarer. If an asset is measured at fair value, banks

are required to use the lowest level for which data is available. Most assets are recorded

at historical cost, and the majority of fair value measurements are at Level 2 (Goh et al.

2015; Laux and Leuz 2010).

A number of papers have shown that the value the stock market places on assets

recorded at fair value is decreasing in the level of the measurement, and that, particularly

during 2008, the value of Level 2 and Level 3 assets appears to be substantially lower than

one dollar on the market per dollar on the books, although the difference is not statistically

significant for Level 2 assets (Goh et al. 2015; Kolev 2009; Song et al. 2010). This suggests

that shareholders have concerns about the substantial managerial discretion involved in

Level 2 and especially Level 3 measurements. Moreover, Leuz and Laux (2010) document

a movement of assets into Level 3 from Level 2 and Level 1 over the course of the crisis,

and also note that most mortgage-backed securities are measured at Level 3; this could

insulate banks from reporting losses. Leuz and Laux also note that Citigroup, in addition

to moving $53 billion into Level 3 between the fourth quarter of 2007 and the first quarter

of 2008, also reclassified approximately $60 billion in securities as held-to-maturity, which

switches these assets to a historical cost standard; this may have further allowed Citigroup

to avoid acknowledging losses on the books.

Beyond the fact that fair value measurements may not represent the true market value

of assets, bank managers also have opportunities to manipulate the book value of assets

reported at historical cost, by failing to acknowledge impairments. Banks are required to

acknowledge asset impairments unless those impairments are deemed to be temporary. In

practice, however, this leaves bank managers with a great deal of discretion. This led to

some dramatic overvaluations. Leuz and Laux note the cases of Merrill Lynch, which sold

$30.6 billion dollars of collateralized debt obligations for 22 cents on the dollar, with Merrill

Lynch’s book value being 65 percent higher than the sale price, and of Lehman Brothers,

which wrote down its portfolio of commercial mortgage-backed securities by only three

percent, even though an index of these securities fell by ten percent in the first quarter of

2008. Leuz and Laux also document substantial underestimation during the crisis of loan

losses by the four largest bank holding companies, compared to external estimates of their

expected losses (even the lowest external estimate exceeded the bank’s own estimate by 45

percent, and most gaps were substantially larger). This problem is not new; in 1992 the

US General Accounting Office issued a report on the subject titled ”Flexible Accounting

Rules Lead to Inflated Financial Reports,” arguing that overly flexible rules had allowed
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troubled banks to delay acknowledging loan losses.

Although intentional overstatement of asset values seems to be important, some over-

statement may have been the result of bank accounting rules that actually require banks to

report an allowance for loan losses that is substantially less than the true expected losses.

Bank accounting is currently done under the incurred loss model, which only allows banks

to provision for losses when the loss is estimable and probable (Harris et al. 2013). How-

ever, Harris et al. (2013) construct an index that substantially improves on the allowance

for loan losses (ALL) and the provision for loan losses (PLL) in predicting future credit

risk, demonstrating that ALL and PLL are not capturing all of the available information

on credit risk. In effect, banks are legally required to understate their expected credit

losses. We interpret the evidence as suggesting that the combination of intentional and

unintentional mispricing of bank assets on the books makes book data questionable for

determining the true value of banks’ assets and equity.

6 Why Did Market Capitalization Fall?

Having surveyed some of the bank accounting literature to discuss why book data may be

unreliable, we now turn to discussing what market data actually represents. Discussing

the determinants of banks’ market capitalization is interesting in its own right, but it is

also made particularly important by the unreliability of book data. If we are to substitute

book equity with market capitalization, then we want to establish that market capital-

ization seems to capture genuine information about the value of the bank, rather than

simply responding to market imperfections in the market for bank shares or irrationality

on the part of shareholders. In our analysis of the determinants of market capitalization,

it is important to control for size effects. In other words, it is not particularly interest-

ing to know that banks with high market capitalization have higher absolute dividends

and absolute profits; large banks will mechanically have both of these things. Failing to

control for size effects can also lead to obviously foolish inference; banks with a higher

volume of delinquent loans will have higher market cap because these banks are larger.

To control for bank size, we will examine variables divided by book equity; this will yield

measured Tobin’s Q as our dependent variable (we will actually end up logging Tobin’s

Q), and give us independent variables such as delinquent loans divided by book equity.

This not only controls for bank size, but also focuses our analysis specifically on what

market capitalization is picking up that book equity is not. In our analysis, we will first

present graphs for the various determinants, and then combine and formalize our findings
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in a regression framework. We will do cross-sectional analyses on the first quarter of 2006

and the first quarter of 2009 in order to compare the state of affairs before and after the

crisis. In our cross-sectional analyses, we will trim the data to remove extreme outliers in

the independent variables.

We will first examine profits. Standard economic theory suggests that market capi-

talization should be determined by the future profits of the firm, since these profits will

determine the dividends the firm can eventually pay. It is interesting to look not just at

profits in the quarter of observation but also at future profits; if market capitalization is

picking up information that book equity is not, then we would expect, to the extent that

future profits can be predicted, that future profits will raise current market capitalization.

Figure 16 suggests this relationship in the aggregate time series (adjusted to exclude new

entrants), with profits crashing at the same time as market capitalization. Figures 17,

18, and 19 show this same relationship in the cross-section, examining profits in the cur-

rent quarter, four quarters from the current quarter, and eight quarters from the current

quarter.
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Figure 16: Market Capitalization and Profits of Bank Holding Companies

The cross-sectional analysis suggests that much of the divergence between book equity

and market capitalization is explained by differences in profits, both between periods and

between banks within the same period. Moreover, market capitalization responds not just

to current profits, but also to future profits. In a multiple regression context, we will later

see that there appears to be a sizable effect of profits next year separate from the effect

of profits in the current quarter, although this effect fades away in the second year. It is

also worth looking at the slopes of the fitted line for each period. The slopes suggest that

market capitalization is quite responsive to profits, beyond the responsiveness of book
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Figure 17: Tobin’s Q and Return on Equity
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Figure 18: Tobin’s Q and Return on Equity Next Year

equity, and also suggest that, if anything, this responsiveness is somewhat higher after

the crisis. This is consistent with the idea that banks’ book equity became particularly

uninformative after the crisis, as troubled banks managed their book equity to make the

bank appear healthy. An alternative explanation is that, separate from management of

book equity, current and future profits became more predictable and/or more predictive

of profits further into the future. This possibility could also run through a channel of poor

bank accounting; if banks are delaying the acknowledgement of losses that outsiders can

easily estimate (Harris et al. 2013 and Leuz and Laux 2010 suggest this is the case), then

we would expect the relationship between profits and market capitalization to be steeper

in the post-crisis period, particularly for future profits (future profits are hard to predict

except when banks are obviously understating their losses). The data bears this out for
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Figure 19: Tobin’s Q and Return on Equity Two Years Later

profits eight quarters into the future, which is where we would most expect to see this

difference.
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Figure 20: Tobin’s Q and Loan Delinquency Rates

Beyond profits, another potential determinant of market capitalization is the stock

of delinquent loans. The stock of delinquent loans could affect expectations of future

profits; this effect will be larger than the effect of book equity particularly when banks

are failing to acknowledge likely losses. Figure 20 shows a comparison of Tobin’s Q and

Loan Delinquency Rates in the time series; loan delinquency rates spike as Tobin’s Q

falls. Figure 21 compares Tobin’s Q to Delinquent Loans over Book Equity in the cross-

section. The cross-sectional patterns are broadly consistent with our hypothesis; Tobin’s Q

is negatively affected by loan delinquency, and this effect is even stronger in the post-crisis
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Figure 21: Tobin’s Q and Loan Delinquency Rates

sample, suggesting that book equity is particularly unresponsive to likely losses after the

crisis.

Since stocks are, in the end, valuable because they pay a stream of dividends, it is

worth looking at the effect of dividend rates on market capitalization. Figure 22 shows

that common dividend rates and total dividend rates appear to go down with the onset

of the crisis, although preferred dividends go from being negligible to being a substantial

portion of dividends. Figure 23 shows the cross-sectional relationship between dividends

and market capitalization; analysis of future dividend rates, although not pictured, yields

almost identical results in terms of slopes and intercepts. The data suggest that dividend

rates had a significant positive effect on market capitalization before the crisis, and a much

stronger positive effect on market capitalization after the crisis. This again suggests that

market capitalization is capturing important information about bank value beyond what

is captured by book equity, particularly after the crisis.

Finally, we bring together this analysis in a regression context. To maintain a consistent

sample in each column, we remove any observations that are extreme outliers in any of

the regressors, following the same filters used in our graphical analysis. The results are

pictured in Table 2 below; the standard errors are clustered by bank. The results follow

those in our graphical analysis. In general, market capitalization appears to be capturing

important and relevant information that book equity is not capturing. This difference

becomes even more important after the crisis, as evidenced by the steepening of many

of the slopes post-crisis. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, profits four quarters from the

current quarter appears to have a substantial and significant independent effect on Tobin’s
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Figure 22: Dividend Rates for Bank Holding Companies
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Figure 23: Tobin’s Q and Dividend Rates

Q, although the independent effect of profits two quarters ahead is not significant as it is

absorbed by current profits and profits four quarters ahead.

A Oaxaca decomposition using the sample for this table and the variables in the final

column suggests that between 40% and 45% of the difference in logged Tobin’s Q can be

explained just with these variables (the 40% vs. 45% depends on which year is used as

the base year). This does not imply that the remaining difference is irrational: it is likely

that other important variables could explain an additional share of the difference, and the

remaining difference may also represent changes in expectations of bank profitability not

captured by measured variables. The fact that so much of the difference can be so easily

explained, however, strongly suggests that market capitalization is capturing important
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Table 2: OLS regression estimates of the effects of predictors on Logged Tobin’s Q.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Post -1.164∗∗∗ -0.720∗∗∗ -1.542∗∗∗ -0.786∗∗∗ -0.890∗∗∗ -1.219∗∗∗ -0.559∗∗∗ -0.783∗∗∗

(0.0409) (0.0640) (0.0741) (0.0579) (0.0578) (0.0528) (0.0875) (0.0894)

Delinquency -0.780∗∗∗ -0.691∗∗∗ -0.682∗∗∗

(0.207) (0.149) (0.148)

Post*Delinq -1.087∗∗∗ -0.294 -0.273
(0.279) (0.257) (0.250)

Dividend Rate 10.93∗∗∗ -0.614
(2.533) (1.828)

Post*DivRate 47.04∗∗∗ 32.32∗∗∗

(5.897) (5.184)

ROE 17.91∗∗∗ 13.61∗∗∗ 13.67∗∗∗

(1.413) (2.246) (2.253)

Post*ROE 1.348 -1.424 -5.221
(2.425) (3.049) (2.980)

F4ROE 16.88∗∗∗ 6.184∗∗ 6.265∗∗

(1.238) (1.997) (2.022)

Post*F4ROE -0.755 -1.240 -2.181
(2.502) (3.252) (3.017)

F8ROE 4.663∗∗∗ -0.310 -0.279
(1.045) (0.532) (0.547)

Post*F8ROE 6.466∗∗ 1.990 1.143
(2.268) (2.013) (1.815)

Constant 0.674∗∗∗ 0.743∗∗∗ 0.560∗∗∗ 0.115∗ 0.224∗∗∗ 0.589∗∗∗ 0.152∗∗∗ 0.153∗∗∗

(0.0170) (0.0281) (0.0338) (0.0450) (0.0371) (0.0261) (0.0417) (0.0420)

Observations 590 590 590 590 590 590 590 590
R2 0.564 0.659 0.669 0.727 0.678 0.616 0.768 0.790

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

additional information that book equity is failing to capture. It appears that our primary

problem is that book equity poorly reflects true bank conditions, rather than that market

capitalization is being driven down by market panic.
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7 Book-Based Leverage vs. Market-Based Leverage

Having established market capitalization as a better measure of equity than banks’ book

equity, we can now discuss an example where this choice leads to a change in our under-

standing of what happened during the financial crisis. Looking at a market-based measure

of leverage tells us a different story about leverage before and after the crisis. We calculate

our market-based measure of leverage as book liabilities divided by market capitalization,

and we compare this to book-based leverage, which instead uses book equity as the de-

nominator. Since, unlike its assets, a bank’s liabilities are largely certain (e.g. assuming

the bank does not go bankrupt, it has to pay back its depositors the amount of their

deposits, which is known), it is reasonable to assume that book liabilities represent an

accurate measure of a bank’s liabilities, and thus the market-based measure should be a

fairly accurate representation of true leverage.
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Figure 24: Leverage of Bank Holding Companies

Figures 14 and 15 show market-based and book-based leverage for our universe of BHCs

and for each of the big four banks. What we use as our denominator makes a big difference.

Book-based leverage rises in the lead-up to the crisis and falls after the crisis. Market-

based leverage, however, rises before the crisis, spikes dramatically during the crisis, and

then settles back down at a new level that is higher than the pre-crisis level. The rise in

market-based leverage appears particularly dramatic for banks that suffered the largest

losses during the crisis, such as Citigroup.

The behavior of market-based leverage is a function of the behavior of its numerator and

denominator. The numerator, liabilities, stayed relatively stable for most banks, although

liabilities stop growing after the crisis. The denominator, market capitalization, shrunk
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Figure 25: Leverage of Top Four Bank Holding Companies

dramatically for many banks, although it recovered somewhat after the crisis. This explains

the behavior of market-based leverage as a formula (the numerator stayed constant and

the denominator shrunk, so the ratio rose), but we are more interested in an economic

explanation. The drop in market capitalization is relatively easy to explain: the financial

crisis caused a drop in the value of bank’s equity. However, assuming leverage is determined

by some tradeoff between risk and expected profits, and assuming that banks were not too

far below equilibrium leverage before the crisis, it seems that banks should have tried to

lower their leverage after the crisis in order to get back to their optimal level of leverage.

To explain why leverage stayed so high, we must introduce some sort of adjustment costs,

or appeal to general equilibrium effects on asset prices.

7.1 Sticky Balance Sheets

With this analytic framework in mind, we wish to look at the response of bank balance

sheets to changes in equity. We wish to see whether bank balance sheets expand (contract)

in response to increases (decreases) in equity, as well as looking at the magnitude of this

expansion or contraction. To do this, we examine the dynamic equity elasticity of liabilities.

We measure this elasticity by regressing the log difference in total liabilities over the past

three years (i.e. the natural logarithm of liabilities in the present quarter minus the natural

logarithm of liabilities twelve quarters ago), on the log difference in market capitalization

over the last three years. We compare this elasticity before and after the crisis, using 2006

Q1 and 2009 Q1 as our reference quarters. This will tell us whether the same stickiness

that holds in the aggregate holds in the cross-section, and thus the elasticities we estimate
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will be partial equilibrium objects: they will not be driven by general equilibrium effects.
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Figure 26: Changes in Logged Liabilities and Logged Market Capitalization

The results are graphed in Figure 26. In this figure, the slopes represent the partial

equilibrium dynamic equity elasticities of liabilities over each period. A few striking facts

emerge from this graph. First, the pre-crisis elasticity is substantial (about equal to one

half), while the elasticity estimated in 2009 Q1 is much smaller and is not significantly

different from zero. This is strongly suggestive of irreversibilities in investment for banks,

such as the inability to easily liquidate assets in order to reduce liabilities (this should be

distinguished from irreversibilities in investment that would still allow banks to delever in

partial equilibrium, e.g. a loan that cannot be unmade but that can be sold frictionlessly

to another bank). This also verifies our mechanical explanation for the spike in leverage:

during the crisis banks did not shrink their liabilities in response to changes in market

capitalization, resulting in increased leverage.

We also examine the same graph with a one-year window in Figure 27. The results are

very similar, although the slopes are all shallower, likely reflecting the fact that banks have

had less time to respond to changes in market capitalization. In Figure 28, we examine

the same graph in a non-dynamic setting: this roughly corresponds to the long run effect

of equity on liabilities. The slope here is substantially steeper than that for the three year

window, as we would expect if banks take time to adjust to equity shocks.

We also examine similar elasticities for loans, for Repo (plus federal funds purchased),

and for cash. The results are broadly similar to those for liabilities, and all of the results

are summarized in Tables 3, 4, and 5. The loans elasticity should be not be taken at

face value, given our previously outlined concerns that banks failed to acknowledge asset
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Figure 27: Changes in Logged Liabilities and Logged Market Capitalization
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Figure 28: Logged Liabilities and Logged Market Capitalization

impairments during the crisis; however, the results are still suggestive that similar results

likely apply for lending as do for liabilities.

7.2 Sources of Stickiness

Beyond knowing that bank balance sheets are sticky (or, more precisely, downward inflexi-

ble), we wish to explore what may be causing this stickiness. Holding equity fixed for now,

a bank can reduce its leverage by selling its assets to pay off its liabilities. In this process,

there can be stickiness on the asset side and the liabilities side. On the asset side, there

may be frictions in selling assets. For example, asymmetric information means that assets
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Table 3: OLS regression estimates of dynamic equity elasticities using three year window.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Liabilities (3 Year) Loans (3 Year) Repo (3 Year) Cash (3 Year)

∆ Log Market Cap. 0.458∗∗∗ 0.490∗∗∗ 0.567∗∗ 0.367∗∗∗

(0.0296) (0.0310) (0.183) (0.0790)

Post * ∆ Log Market Cap. -0.441∗∗∗ -0.452∗∗∗ -0.450∗ -0.556∗∗∗

(0.0331) (0.0347) (0.202) (0.0883)

Post 0.176∗∗∗ 0.197∗∗∗ 0.182 0.383∗∗∗

(0.0289) (0.0304) (0.160) (0.0773)

Constant 0.107∗∗∗ 0.133∗∗∗ 0.187 -0.139∗

(0.0206) (0.0216) (0.115) (0.0551)

Observations 630 629 463 626
R2 0.303 0.321 0.035 0.151

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 4: OLS regression estimates of dynamic equity elasticities using one year window.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Liabilities (1 Year) Loans (1 Year) Repo (1 Year) Cash (1 Year)

∆ Log Market Cap. 0.269∗∗∗ 0.267∗∗∗ 0.620∗∗ 0.221
(0.0329) (0.0345) (0.213) (0.131)

Post * ∆ Log Market Cap. -0.231∗∗∗ -0.205∗∗∗ -0.223 -0.481∗∗∗

(0.0346) (0.0362) (0.224) (0.138)

Post 0.0303∗ 0.00100 0.0988 0.0377
(0.0138) (0.0144) (0.0816) (0.0548)

Constant 0.0758∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ -0.0171 0.0756∗

(0.00814) (0.00853) (0.0481) (0.0324)

Observations 693 693 527 693
R2 0.119 0.184 0.107 0.091

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

will be sold at a price below their net present value, imposing a cost on the banks selling

off their assets; this asymmetric information may have been particularly bad during the

crisis. On the liability side, some liabilities cannot be simply paid off; for example, banks

cannot simply turn away depositors. Moreover, even if a bank couldn’t adjust it’s assets or

liabilities at all, it could deleverage simply by raising equity: there must be some frictions
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Table 5: OLS regression estimates of static equity elasticities.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Liabilities Loans Repo Cash

Log Market Cap. 0.909∗∗∗ 0.855∗∗∗ 1.194∗∗∗ 0.934∗∗∗

(0.0195) (0.0210) (0.0435) (0.0276)

Post * Log Market Cap. -0.167∗∗∗ -0.199∗∗∗ -0.270∗∗∗ -0.139∗∗∗

(0.0268) (0.0290) (0.0609) (0.0380)

Post 3.188∗∗∗ 3.521∗∗∗ 4.698∗∗∗ 3.085∗∗∗

(0.336) (0.363) (0.776) (0.476)

Constant 2.812∗∗∗ 3.198∗∗∗ -4.398∗∗∗ -1.049∗∗

(0.254) (0.274) (0.576) (0.359)

Observations 727 727 576 727
R2 0.841 0.792 0.682 0.745

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

in this process in order to explain the sticky behavior of leverage.

Finally, there is an alternative explanation for the stickiness of leverage, which we do

not currently have a test for. Irreversible increases in leverage could result from agency

issues: the bank’s shareholders could be hurt by deleveraging even when it increases the

bank’s value. If shareholders can sway bank decisions, then they may prevent the bank

from deleveraging.

7.2.1 Illiquid Liabilities

Focusing on liabilities, we argue that illiquid liabilities (e.g. deposits) do not appear to be

driving the stickiness of leverage. We will provide two pieces of evidence for this. First,

we examine the dynamic equity elasticity of Repo, and note that it is approximately zero

during the crisis. Second, we examine the makeup of banks’ liabilities, and note that they

typically hold substantial reserves of liquid liabilities, which could have been drawn down

easily.

First, we analyze the dynamic equity elasticity of Repo because it is interesting as a

liquid liability: if banks face frictions in disposing of liabilities (as opposed to in the sale

of illiquid assets), then we would expect Repo to respond more than other liabilities to

reductions in market capitalization, since Repo is highly liquid. However, our results for

Repo are broadly similar to our results for liabilities in general, and although the post-
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crisis elasticity for Repo is estimated at one tenth, it is not significantly different from

zero (re-estimating the other elasticities for the sample that has non-zero Repo does not

meaningfully change the results). This suggests that banks were not seriously constrained

by illiquidity of liabilities, instead illiquid assets prevented banks from delevering.

Further examining this liabilities side stickiness, we know that if banks hold substantial

amounts of liquid liabilities on their balance sheets, then they are not constrained by illiquid

liabilities: they could quickly and easily get rid of their liquid liabilities. Figure 29 shows

that this is indeed the case. Although banks did see their liquid liabilities reduce, they

appear to have still had a substantial share of aggregate liabilities in liquid liabilities like

Federal Funds Purchased/Repo (in the figure, these are grouped together).
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Figure 29: Liability Composition of Bank Holding Companies

By using the cross-section, we can also test whether the stickiness of deposits is a

constraint for individual banks. Since liquid liabilities like Repo can be easily paid off in

a short period of time, sticky deposits are not a constraint as long as liquid liabilities are

greater than zero. Thus, if sticky deposits are a binding constraint for banks, then we

should expect to see many banks playing a corner solution and being funded essentially

entirely on deposits and not at all on Repo. These banks are the ones that are constrained

by the stickiness of deposits; they would like to lower their leverage by reducing their

liabilities, but they cannot do so because they cannot turn away depositors.

Figures 30,31, 32, and 33 show kernel density estimates of the distribution of deposits
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Figure 30: Deposit Ratio Unweighted
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Figure 31: Deposit Ratio Weighted

as a share of liabilities and of federal funds purchased plus Repo as a share of liabilities.

The weighting for the weighted version is proportional to total liabilities. This weighting

is appropriate because in this analysis we are treating equity as if it were fixed and exam-

ining how banks may attempt to lower their liabilities, thus the relevance of each bank’s

constraint for total sectoral liabilities (and thus for sectoral leverage) is proportional to

its total liabilities. In neither graph does the stickiness of deposits appear to be a crucial

constraint. Banks are generally not funded entirely by deposits, and focusing specifically

on the especially liquid liabilities of Repo and federal funds purchased (nearly all of this is

Repo), banks generally hold some non-negligible stock of Repo, which they could instead
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Figure 32: Fed Funds Purchased Ratio Unweighted
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Figure 33: Fed Funds Purchased Ratio Weighted

pay down. This suggests that although the stickiness of deposits likely matters for under-

standing why the composition of liabilities changed for many banks, it does not appear to

be of first order importance in explaining why banks did not decrease their liabilities.

7.2.2 Illiquid Assets

Much in the same spirit as our test of the dynamic equity elasticity of Repo, we can

also analyze the dynamic equity elasticity of cash. Since cash is a liquid asset, we would

expect this to provide a test of whether illiquidity of assets is a constraint: if illiquid assets
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can’t be sold, then shouldn’t liquid assets be sold instead? Examining the results would

then suggest that, since the elasticity for cash during the crisis is not positive (in fact,

it is statistically significantly negative, which is inconsistent with any sort of theory of

adjustment costs), illiquid assets must not be an important constraint.

This analysis however, is crucially flawed. The problem is that there is omitted variables

bias in such a regression: the same bans who lost more equity during the crisis are likely

also the banks who have the greatest liquidity concerns. Thus, these banks will actually

want to stock more liquid assets for liquidity purposes. Thus, the regressions do not tell

us anything: we have not identified a dynamic equity elasticity of cash that is not polluted

with the effect of liquidity concerns (it seems plausible that in the real world, equity losses

cause liquidity concerns; however, for our purposes here we are interested solely in the

leverage and adjustment costs aspects of the bank’s problem).

7.2.3 Equity Issuances

Banks could also lower their leverage by raising equity. Of course, there are potential

frictions here as well: for example, there may be asymmetric information and/or principal-

agent problems, as well as possible concerns of debt overhang. We can back out the amount

of equity raised using data from CRSP. Although we do not have direct data on equity

raised, CRSP provides data on the returns an investor would have made had they held

the stock over a given month (we specifically use the version of this variable that excludes

dividend payments). From this, we can determine the level of market capitalization the

bank would have had if it had, on net, issued no new equity, and by subtracting this from

actual market capitalization we obtain the equity issuances.

Figures 35 and 34 show equity issuances compared to market capitalization in levels

(issuances here is turned into levels by summing issuances since the starting period), and

in flows (market capitalization is made into flows by taking the first difference). These time

series graphs together show that banks issued an enormous amount of new equity (banks

issued over $300 billion from 2008 Q1 to 2010 Q1), but also that banks’ equity issuances

were small compared to the dramatic movements in market capitalization associated with

the crisis. Figure 36 shows the Big Four banks including Citigroup, which issued $85

billion in 2009 Q3. Citigroup seems to have been able to issue an immense amount of new

equity; however, it seems reasonable to think that having issued so much equity, it would

be difficult to find investors to issue even more equity to.

The analysis so far has focused on solving the bank’s problem and introducing frictions,
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Figure 35: Levels of Market Capitalization and Equity Issuances

taking leverage as fixed. However, banks’ desire to deleverage has effects on the equilibrium

price. In particular, we consider the following system:

Banks’ Supply of Loanable Funds = Initial Stock of Loanable Funds + Flow of Supply

Household’s Demand for Loanable Funds = Initial Stock of Loanable Funds + Flow of Demand

where the flow of demand and supply are functions of the price of loanable funds (the

interest rate), and where the flow of supply, but not demand, is bounded to be non-negative.

This reflects the notion that banks pre-commit to long term loans and had some stock of

such loans before the crisis, thus the overall stock of loans cannot fall significantly in the
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Figure 36: Levels of Market Capitalization and Equity Issuances for Top Four Banks

short run, since households lock in their loans before the crisis (this also shows that the

banking sector as a whole can only delever up to a point). In contrast, households take

out loans but can typically pay these loans back early. Banks’ desire to deleverage at the

initial prices amounts to an inward shift of the flow of supply. This should reduce the

quantity of loans (particularly new loans), and should also lead to a rise in the equilibrium

price of loanable funds. Since loans are a risky asset, this price rise could manifest itself in

part as a rise in the risk-free interest rate and in part as a rise in risk premia: how much

of each of these should be expected is difficult without a more elaborate model. However,

this analysis is all other things equal: in reality the Federal Reserve engaged in monetary

policy to lower the interest rate in the Federal Funds market, and we thus do not observe

a rise in the risk-free rate.

This analysis also suggests a possible reason why, from the perspective of the banking

sector, bringing federal funds rates to zero may not have been sufficient to get banks to

provide a large quantity of loanable funds. Lowering the federal funds rate lowers the cost

of liquid liabilities and thus increases the profitability of leverage for a bank, but even a

zero interest rate may have been insufficient to bring banks’ desired long-run leverage up

to their current level of leverage. More generally, other policies which may have increased

banks’ desired leverage may have had muted effects if banks’ desired long-run leverage

remained below their current level of leverage. Particularly notable about this analysis

is that it does not rely on any notion of increased risk or reduced profitability leading

to delevering, although such effects could be important as well. Instead, banks’ desire to

delever is simply a result of a large negative shock to equity.
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8 A Model with Cross-Sectional Consistent Constraints

This section presents a bank model with portfolio constraints. The portfolio constraints

limit the leverage of banks and the adjustment in their portfolio compositions. We activate

and deactivate different portfolio constraints and see which class of constraints, are useful

in delivering the cross-sectional patterns we described so far in the paper.

We model portfolio constraints as mechanical constraints, in the sense that we don’t

provide a microfoundation for these constraints. As such, our simple portfolio problem

cannot be part of a model useful for policy analysis directly. However, the analysis we

carry out here is useful to shed a direction on the class of micro-foundations we should

look for, if we our models to be consistent with cross-sectional data.
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9 Conclusion

This paper provided a description of the flows within the financial system. When studying

the implosion of the shadow-banking system, we found that it amounted to a liquidation of

assets comparable to 5% of the loans of traditional banks. Since loans are long-termed, this

figured could have entirely crowded out the flow of loans by the traditional banking system.

When we studied the book equity losses of banks, we find that during the crisis, bank books

reflect very poorly what will happen with the earning and delinquency rates banks will

face in the cross-section. Instead, market values are good predictors. Nevertheless, the

cross-section doesn’t show a pattern in which banks with largest market value declines

shrink there balance sheets in comparison to banks with lower losses. The composition of

their liabilities indicates that bank assets were hard to sell. The flow of equity to those

banks also reflect a hard time raising equity. We provided suggestions to improve the

modeling of banks.
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A Data Map of the Financial System

A large modern bank holding company can show up in different sector tables of the Flow

of Funds at the same time, for it can consist of hundreds if not thousands subsidiaries.

For example, as of May 2015, JP Morgan Chase & Co has 5624 subsidiaries in a nested

hierarchy (see FFIEC web link on organizational hierarchy). The picture that emerges

from JPMorgan’s organizational hierarchy is that of a complex financial institution that

engages in many non-bank related business activities. Bank holding companies such as

JP Morgan encompass both traditional depository institutions as well as security broker-

dealers, insurance companies, and so on. Each different business segment shows up in

its appropriate Flow of Funds table. For example, the commercial banks of JP Morgan

are recorded in the depository institution table. The security broker-dealer JP Morgan

Securities, Inc is recorded in the security broker-dealers table. Information on the parent

holding company is in holding company data table and so on.

During the last quarter of 2008, the largest hitherto independent investment banks

began their transition to becoming a bank holding company. The bank- and financial

holding company of Goldman Sachs consists among others of the depository subsidiary

Goldman Sachs Bank U.S., the security broker-dealer Goldman Sachs & Co, insurance

companies, trusts, power marketer, and so on. Figure 37 illustrates the bank holding

company structure for the case of Goldman Sachs - one of the new bank holding companies.

The goal of this paper is to measure the extend to which the unraveling of the shadow

banking sector has impaired the credit provision ability of the traditional sector. This

agenda presupposes that financial intermediaries can be separated into two different types.
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However, the Goldman Sachs and the JP Morgan example highlight the difficulty to sep-

arate financial intermediaries into traditional banks (depositories) and shadow banks (se-

curity broker-dealers). With the passage of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley act in 2009, bank

holding companies were allowed to become financial holding companies, allowing them to

engage in a range of non-bank financial services, while at the same time preserving a stable

funding environment through insured deposits.7 We have thus to be careful to structure

financial intermediary types according to the Flow of Funds sector tables.

Given the macroeconomic focus of this paper, we separate financial intermediaries into

two different types depending on their major line of business: (i) loan and credit providing

banks, funded mainly with deposits, (ii) securitizing banks funded mainly with short term

debt raised on capital market (shadow-assets), and (iii) short term credit holding institution

funded with shares whose value does not fall below one (shadow-liability).

The major challenge in using the Flow of Fund tables directly is in not knowing which

shadow-asset institutions are subsidiaries of regulated bank holding companies and to what

extend this bank holding company engages in lending. Take the example of Goldman Sachs.

It only became recently a bank- and financial holding company. Only a small share of its

assets are tied up in a depository institution, however it can take advantage of its funding

stability, or at least expectation thereof. A shock to Goldman’s security broker-dealer can

therefore be much easier absorbed in its own holding company.

Some other investment banks were absorbed by a more traditional looking bank holding

company. This led to the transfer of the impaired balance sheet of the shadow-asset

institution onto the traditional bank. This has the potential to impair the balance sheet

of the traditional bank and lower its credit supply. Moreover, given the complex nature of

the regulated bank holding company, some of its subsidiaries are shadow-asset institutions

themselves though its liability are backed by the holding company. Given that these banks

are important credit providers, a large shock to its shadow-asset subsidiaries or acquiring

one can potentially affect its ability to lend. The Flow of Funds data do not allow us to

distinguish between these two.

To overcome this challenge we use FOCUS and annual report data whenever applicable.

The publicly available portion of the FOCUS reports for a subset of security broker-dealers

allows us to differentiate assets and liabilities from security broker-dealer subsidiaries from

those of the bank holding company.

7 A bank holding company with FDIC insured commercial bank subsidiaries and security broker-dealer
subsidiaries can back up its troubled non-bank subsidiary, though there are some regulatory limitations.
This within firm insurance has been possibly an incentive for shadow banks to become a regulated non-
shadow bank.
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